
HYDROBOOST™

BOOSTER PUMP

When the giggles and the smiles are fl owing fast, it’s good to know 
your pool has the fl ow and PSI-popping power to keep up. Without 
putting extra pressure on your budget.

pentair.com/hydroboost

Give good times 
an extra boost.
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A CLEANER CLEAN
Your pressure side cleaner works on a pressure basis: The stronger the flow,  
the more dirt and debris you can wave buh-bye to.

MORE FLOW IS MORE EVERYTHING ELSE
There’s only so much pressure a pool pump can provide. A cleaner with a 
dedicated booster pump maximizes the performance of every other individual 
component because it frees up more pressure to go around.

PUMP PALPITATIONS
Cleaning tools draw a lot of pressure, especially in picking up and holding 
leaves and other large debris, and without a booster, your main pump could 
work overtime—taxing its motor and driving up energy costs.

ROVEN RELIABLE
We’ve tested HydroBoost against motor burnout to the highest standards 
and upgraded it with a Totally Enclosed, Fan-Cooled (TEFC) Motor—so you 
can give your confidence a boost too.

IMPLY SMARTER
Whisper-quiet operation 1" fittings to support a better flow for energy 
efficiency are just a couple of the intelligent features—and its small footprint 
made it smart enough to earn the EPA’s ENERGY STAR® certification.

NSTALLATION’S A SNAP
HydroBoost is easy to handle and plumb, with a larger wiring compartment for 
uncomplicated access and a 1/3 more compact size to make fitting a shoe-in.

Booster pumps 
enhance your pool’s 

overall performance, 
and HydroBoost goes to 
new levels of reliability 
and energy efficiency.

WHY CHOOSE HYDROBOOST™ 
BOOSTER PUMP?

WHY CHOOSE HYDROBOOST 
IT’S ALL ABOUT THE PSI
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savings of 
over 25%
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HydroBoost 
Booster Pump

HydroBoost Booster Pumps have earned 
the Eco Select® brand distinction as one 
of the greenest and most efficient 
choices from Pentair.

The TradeGrade family of 
products is exclusively made 
for and sold by the world’s most 
demanding pool professionals.
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